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Abstract: Construction project scheduling is one of the most important tools for project
managers in the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry. Construction
schedules allow project managers to track and manage the time, cost, and quality (i.e., the
project management triangle) of projects. Developing project schedules is almost always
troublesome, as it is heavily dependent on project planners’ knowledge of work packages,
on-the-job experience, planning capability, and oversight. Having a thorough understand-
ing of the project geometries and their internal interacting stability relations plays a sig-
nificant role in generating practical construction sequencing. On the other hand, the new
concept of embedding all the project information into a three-dimensional (3D) represen-
tation of a project (also known as building information model or BIM) has recently drawn
the attention of the construction industry. It seems timely to use this source of project data
for generating better construction schedules.

In this article, the authors demonstrate how to develop and extend the usage of
the genetic algorithm (GA), not only to generate construction schedules, but also to
optimize the outcome for different objectives (i.e., cost, time, and job-site movements).
The proposed methodology initially generates structurally stable construction sched-
ules and then optimizes these schedules based on three distinct project management
objectives. The basis for the GA calculations is the embedded data available in the BIM
of the project, which should be provided as an input to the algorithm. By reading the
geometric information in the 3D model and more specific information about the project
and resources from the user, the algorithm results in various construction schedules. The
output 4D animations and schedule quality scores can further help the user to find the
most suitable construction schedules for the given project.
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1 Introduction

The generation of project schedules is a critical part of all types of projects, including engineering opera-
tions, manufacturing, construction, maintenance, and others. This important part of managing projects is
heavily dependent on the schedulers’ knowledge of the work and manual process of scheduling. Knowing
the potential drawbacks in the manual process of project scheduling, a tentative solution can be antici-
pated in automatically generated project schedules that contain all the project components. The solution
should be automatic, so the process of project scheduling can be performed on demand rapidly while it
eliminates the potential problems of the manual process. The solution needs complete geometric infor-
mation of all the project elements. The usage of the project building information model (BIM) makes the
project components’ geometric data available. Thus, if an algorithm can be developed to take the project
BIM as the input data, all the spatial data will be accessible. Considering the authors’ hypothesis, which
contends that by knowing the geometric information of project elements, a construction schedule can be
generated, the focusing question of this research will be “How can a computer-based algorithm generate
optimized project schedules using the spatial information of project components?”.

This research will show the usage of the embedded geometric information in the BIM of a project to
develop and generate project schedules and then optimize the outcome toward multiple objectives using a
genetic algorithm (GA) in order to have more practical construction schedules. Therefore, the main pur-
pose of this research is to revamp the previously developed constructability algorithm by the authors of this
article[1]. This modification includes defining and applying the multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA)
with a minor improvement by adding the support for more construction elements from the 3D model.
These additional extensions will result in more workable project schedules, with regard to multiobjective
optimization and also when supporting and calculating the typical construction project components (i.e.,
columns, beams, walls, slabs, roofs, doors, and windows). These changes produce optimized construction
sequences regarding construction duration, project cost, and job-site movement distances for machinery
and crew. In previous studies of project schedule optimization, it is usual to retain the same set of vari-
ables as objectives (e.g., project cost and duration). In this study, however, a new set of auxiliary variables
(job-site movement variables) was introduced to improve solution efficiency for finding more reasonable
installation patterns. The novel job-site movement distance introduced in this article is the total distance
between each set of installations of project elements. These distances will be described in more detail later.

To conduct these extensions, the previously developed concept of matrix of constructability constraints
(MoCC) is used along with the GA to generate optimized construction project sequences (see Equation 1
for the structure of the matrix). The authors believe that the only way to generate structurally stable con-
struction schedules is through knowing stability relations between all the project elements. In this research,
these stability relations are extracted and calculated from the BIM of the project and stored in MoCC. In
the MoCC (shown in Equation 1), Ai represents elements as well as activities associated with each element
indicating installation of that activity. Values of si,j could be either 1 or 0, indicating immediate prerequisite
installations or no relationship, respectively. For instance, s2,6 = 1 means that the element number 6, A6,
should be installed before installation of element 2, A2. This matrix can be used in the GA fitness function
for checking the constructability of genomes in each generation.

Matrix of Constructability Constraints

Matrix of Constructability Constraints (MoCC) =

A1 A2 … An
A1
A2
⋮

An

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
s1,1 s1,2 · · · s1,n
s2,1 s2,2 · · · s2,n
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

sn,1 sn,2 · · · sn,n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(1)
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the methodology.

where
Ai project tasks (geometric elements in the 3D model, which are also interpreted as the activities to be

scheduled)
si, j dependencies between elements (that could be either 0 or 1 showing not dependent or dependent,

respectively).
The entire methodology is summarized in Figure 1, where the user inputs the BIM along with resource-

related information on the project. Then, the MoCC algorithm detects the geometric information of the 3D
elements and creates the matrix. This matrix will be the basis for the GA to ensure that all the generated
construction schedules are structurally stable. Using the resource-related data initially provided by the
user, GA optimizes the resulting schedules toward multiple project objectives. In the proposed MoCC
algorithm, in addition to beams and columns[1], other common building components are included in the
MoCC. These other building components are slabs (floors), roofs, walls, doors, and windows. Adding this
support for more elements types makes it possible to input a more realistic 3D model into the algorithm.
In addition, three more objective functions were defined to help generate more workable and reasonable
project schedules by optimizing time, cost, and required job-site movements.

2 Literature Review

To perform automation in construction scheduling and optimization, various methods have been used by
previous researchers in the literature. This earlier research includes, but is not limited to, a case-based rea-
soning approach[2,3], model- or BIM-based systems[2,4,5], expert systems[6,7], artificial neural networks[8,9],
and GA. Extensive review on the literature for each category is available in another article[10].

The GA is an optimization tool that uses a heuristic search that mimics the natural evolutionary
process[11]. Using a well-defined fitness function, as the objective function or core metric, randomly gen-
erated initial genomes can evolve into optimized solution(s) for a given problem, considering objectives
that are mathematically defined by the fitness function. The GA has become a practical optimization tool
in construction-related fields of research owing to its inherent features and characteristics.
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Davis[12] introduced the use of the GA for optimization of job shop scheduling in the 1980s. Later on,
Wall[13] used this algorithm for resource-constrained scheduling as his dissertation topic. He optimized
the sequencing of job shop tasks by feeding the GA more than 1000 different types of scheduling problems
ranging from small job shop to project scheduling (10–300 activities, 3–10 resource types). Chan et al.[14]

presented their work as scheduling of resource-constrained construction projects using GA. In their arti-
cle, they show how their proposed GA scheduler can optimize the resource usage and do the resource
leveling to come up with better project schedules compared to the heuristic methods regarding resource
allocation. Gonçalves et al.[15] continued this work later by tackling resource-constrained multiproject
scheduling. In 2002, Toklu[16] used GA for construction project scheduling for both having and not having
resource constraints. He used a model for defining the relationships between the network activities (start-
to-start or SS, start-to-finish or SF, finish-to-start or FS, and finish-to-finish or FF). Toklu simplified the
relationships by defining basic mathematical equations; for instance, he defined the SS relation between
task i and task j as Ti + Lssij ≤Tj, where Lssij is the SS time lag between task i and task j. Jaśkowski and
Sobotka[17] introduced an evolutionary algorithm (also known as GA) to minimize the duration of project
construction given structural relationships, available resources, and resource requirements associated with
each project task.

For multiobjective optimization of construction schedules, the GA has been used successfully among
researchers solving engineering problems[18]. In 1997, Feng et al.[18] introduced a GA methodology for
optimizing time–cost relationship in construction projects. They also produced a computer application
based on their methodology that could run the algorithm. Zheng et al.[19] also showed their interests in
using GA for time–cost trade-off optimization problems in construction projects. By comparing GA with
other techniques, they showed that GA can generate the most optimum results for time–cost optimization
(TCO) problems in large construction projects. They also presented their own multiobjective GA using the
adaptive weight approach, which was able to point out an optimal total project cost and duration[20]. Later,
they showed that using the niche formation, Pareto ranking, and adaptive weighting approach in a multi-
objective GA could result in more robust TCO results comparing to traditional heuristic approaches[21].

In 2005, Azaron et al.[22] introduced their multiobjective GA for solving time–cost relationship prob-
lems specifically in Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) networks. In their research, they
defined four objectives as minimizing project direct cost, minimizing mean of project duration, minimiz-
ing variance of project duration, and maximizing probability of reaching project duration limit. Another
group of researchers developed their own multiobjective GA to reach a set of project schedules with near
optimum duration, cost, and resource allocation and embedded their algorithm as an MS Project macro[23].
In 2008, a multiobjective GA was introduced for scheduling linear construction projects and focused on
optimizing both project cost and time as its objectives[24]. Hooshyar et al.[25] presented their GA time–cost
trade-off problem solver with higher calculation speed than the Siemens algorithm[26], which is an effec-
tive cost slope model. Similar research on this topic has been conducted by Senouci and Al-Derham[24] in
their focusing of multiobjective GA-based optimization. They implemented their algorithm for scheduling
linear construction projects.

Abd El Razek et al.[27] developed an algorithm that used line of balance and critical path method
concepts in a multiobjective GA. This proposed algorithm was designed to help project planners
minimize cost and time while maximizing project quality by increasing the resource usage efficiency.
Later in 2011, Mohammadi[28] introduced his MOGA that generated a “locally Pareto-optimal” front
in its approach toward solving the time–cost trade-off problems (TCTP) in an industrial environment.
In 2012, Lin et al.[29] designed and introduced their multisection GA model for scheduling problems.
Their combination of that model with their proposed network modeling technique performed automatic
scheduling in the manufacturing system. Rabiee et al.[30] compared four different multiobjective methods:
(i) the Pareto archive evolutionary strategy (PAES), (ii) the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
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(NSGA-II), (iii) the MOGA, and (iv) the nondominated ranked genetic algorithm (NRGA) – all of which
were applied to solving semiflexible job shop scheduling problems. Their results showed that PAES and
NRGA have better performance among the four. In 2013, Bandyopadhyay and Bhattacharya[31] used a
modified version of the well-known NSGA-II approach on parallel machine scheduling.

The researchers thus far have demonstrated the practicality of the GA for construction schedule opti-
mization. Although in these research studies, the focus was on resource leveling and assignment, the GA
can also be used to produce a construction schedule from scratch and optimize it with respect to defined
objectives. Therefore, the main research gap of past research in this area is the sole focus on optimizing
existing construction schedules, with no plan for generating them. This article is based on a new approach
that not only optimizes construction schedules but also develops and generates them from scratch using
the GA. To do so, a well-developed fitness function is required. To develop this fitness function, the derived
stability matrix from the BIM of the project (MoCC), the project information, and resource availability data
will be used. The project information and resource availability data are provided by the initial user of the
algorithm. The defined objectives in this optimization are minimizing the total project duration, the total
project cost by minimizing the labor cost, and the needed job-site movements for the machinery and work-
ers for more workability in the project site. These objectives are described in detail in Section 3.3. Project
constructability is the primary objective, and full compliance with its specific instructions is critical to
project success. This means that the GA would try to find constructible project schedules for the given
project 3D model. The constructability of a project schedule herein is defined as stable elements during
and after the installation process. For example, installation of a beam is considered constructible and stable
only if the two end structural supports (columns or beams) were installed earlier.

3 Defining Genetic Algorithm Functions

When all the geometric information of all the 3D model elements are detected and calculated, and the
MoCC is developed, it is time for the GA to use this matrix for generating construction schedules. Unlike
all the GA solutions mentioned in Section 2, which only focused on optimizing schedules, the GA in this
research develops and generates construction schedules and then optimizes them. Therefore, to establish
a GA capable of generating schedules, a set of specific GA functions is required. This section describes in
detail how GA functions should be created regarding structural stability requirements extracted from BIM
and embedded in MoCC.

3.1 Genome Creation

The genomes in this research consist of lists of elements to be installed in each time-unit (e.g., day, week,
or month defined by the user) throughout the total project duration. By this definition, a genome can be
presented in either of the following two ways, the genome matrix (as shown in Equation 2) and genome as
a string (as shown in Equation 3), which is ready to be used in a GA population:

Genome Matrix (MoG)

Genome Matrix (MoG) =

D1 D2 … Dk
A1
A2
⋮

An

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1,1 g1,2 · · · g1,k
g2,1 g2,2 · · · g2,k
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

gn,1 gn,2 · · · gn,k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2)
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or
Genome

genome = {g1,1, … , g1,k , g2,1, … , g2,k , … , gn,1, … , gn,k} (3)

where Equations (3) and (4) are calculated according to the following terms:
Ai project tasks i (geometric elements in the 3D model, also interpreted as the activities to be

scheduled)
Djduration (time span) number j
gi,jindicating if the installation of element i is occurring in time span j or not, with 1 or 0, respectively
n number of project tasks (geometric elements in the 3D model or the number of activities to be

scheduled)
k total project time-unit (e.g., days, weeks, or months).
The length of the genome or the number of genes, gi,j, in the genome is calculated as follows:

Length of the Genome

Length of the genome = number of genes = n × k (4)

The difference between genomes in this research and the earlier one[1] is in the way they are generated.
The previous article focused on random genome generation that converged to the fully constructible ones.
In the current approach, genomes are generated based on MoCC, and they are set up to be fully con-
structible (the constructability score would be 100%) from the beginning. This approach for generating a
genome is due to the critical importance of constructability in the construction schedules. This criteria
should be met throughout the entire process.

The steps toward generating fully constructible project schedules based on MoCC would be as follows:

1. List all the elements with no prerequisites for installation, which are the elements that do not have
any 1 in their associated row in the MoCC (stored in the parameter L in Figure 2).

2. Pick a random number from the elements in the list. This number can range from zero to the total
number of the elements (parameter N in Figure 2) in the list (stored in the parameter X in Figure 2).

3. Schedule these selected elements for the first (if it is the first round) or the next time-unit in the
construction schedule (list of scheduled elements stored in parameter S in Figure 2).

4. Remove the recently scheduled elements from the list of elements that are available for installation
(stored again in the parameter L in Figure 2).

5. Find the list of new elements that can be installed as their prerequisites are installed already (stored
in parameter W in Figure 2).

6. Add these elements to the list of available elements for installation (parameter L).
7. Repeat from steps 2 to 6 until there are no more elements left unscheduled.

Figure 2 summarizes the above steps in a flowchart of coding language.

Start i = 0;
L = List(ready

elements);

S = Schedule(X
elements from

L for Ti);

L = Remove(S
from L);

W = Find(new
ready

elements);
L = L + W X = R and (0, N);

If N = 0 Finish

No

Yes

i++;

N = Count(L);

Figure 2. Genome generation steps.
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To simplify the genome, each element should be installed in only one time-unit and no more. By this
simplification, in each row of the MoG, there would only be a single 1, and all other values would be 0.

3.2 Elite Members

When generating a new population, some of the better genomes are allowed to move from the current
generation to the next generation, unchanged. This method is known as elitist selection and those selected
genomes are called elite members of the old population.

3.3 Fitness Function

When the fitness function for the GA has multiple variables to measure, it is considered a multiobjective
GA. As mentioned before, other than constructability, there are three objectives for optimization that
will be considered in this article. These objectives are project duration, project (labor) cost, and job-site
movements. The fitness function is responsible for assigning a meaningful score to each of these objectives
and then come up with a single normalized score for each genome, using the weighted sum approach.

3.3.1 Project duration

As shown in Equation (4), the length of a genome is equal to the number of project elements multiplied
by the number of time-units (duration). For any given genome, the duration can be calculated by dividing
the length of the genome by the number of 3D elements.

3.3.2 Direct project labor cost

As the material take-off calculation is not in the scope of this research, the calculation of the project cost
does not reflect the cost of material. The authors’ approach to calculating the labor cost in this article is
based on the resource information entered by the user, which is based on the resource availabilities and
their associated cost data. This method can also be used for managing cash-flow constraints for the project.
For instance, a user may enter the following inputs to the algorithm:

Maximum number of columns per day: 4 Cost for this installation: $400 per day

Maximum number of doors per day: 5 Cost for this installation: $200 per day

Considering the above example, the calculation of the cost objective will be $400 for any project day that
has 1–4 column installations and/or $200 for any day with 1–5 door installations. If there is a day in which
there is no column scheduled to be installed, there would be no calculated cost associated to the column
costs. On the other hand, if there are more than four columns (e.g., six columns) scheduled for a single
day to be installed, the algorithm will multiply the cost of the extra column installations by 1.5, simulating
the cost for overtime work. Based on the Fair Labor Standards Act 1938 of the United States[32], which has
guaranteed “time-and-a-half ” for overtime in certain jobs, the multiplier of the regular work cost, “1.5,”
is used in this article. The logic behind this way of calculating overtime work is that the algorithm will
assume that the installation of four columns (as user input) will take one full working day; therefore, any
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extra installations need to be installed as overtime work. For the above example, if there is a day with six
columns scheduled to be installed, the associated cost for that day for column installations would be:

Cost = $400 + $400
4

× 1.5 × 2 = $700

It is obvious that by minimizing the cost, the algorithm will try not to allow any overtime in the schedule.
This process will cause the installation to be more evenly distributed over a period of different days rather
than piled in few days with overtime charges, making the schedule longer. Therefore, the cost objective is
somehow working against the duration objective in this algorithm.

3.3.3 Job-site movements

Reducing the required movements of the crew and machinery in the job-site for installing the project
elements can increase the workability of the construction process. Having the location information for
all pieces of the project from its BIM, in addition to their installation sequence from a given schedule
(genome), makes it possible to calculate the distances between all the installations in a single time-unit
and also between time-units. In this article, the authors defined the following method to calculate the total
distance between the installations of the elements. A short mathematical description of the calculation
is that in each time-unit, the distances of all the scheduled installations for that time-unit to the central
positioning point of those elements are calculated and then the distances between these central positioning
points of each time-unit are added to the sum. Minimizing the sum of total distances between installations
of elements of each type is another objective for the fitness function.

As an example of how to calculate the total movement, a simple structure as shown in Figure 3 is used.
As shown in the figure, a sample MoG (Figure 3b) for construction sequence of the 3D model (Figure 3a) is
demonstrated. In the given genome, which has five time-units as total construction duration, the associated
installation time-unit for each element of the model is indicated as 1. For instance, elements 1 and 3 are
scheduled to be installed in the first time-unit, and element 8 is scheduled for the second. For calculation
purposes, the authors assume that the distance between column 1 and 3 is 10 ft, the height of the structure
is also 10 ft, and it is symmetric in all directions.

To visualize the installation distances associated with the MoG and 3D model as shown in Figure 3, a
schematic top-view of the distances with consideration of the sequencing is shown in Figure 4. In this
figure, when multiple elements are installed in a single time span, the distances are shown as a dotted line
with an arrow point on both ends, connecting all elements installed in that time span. The distance between
installed elements in two time spans following each other is shown with a dotted line with an arrow point
on one end showing the direction of the steps and connecting the central positioning point of both sets

1 2 3 4 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0

(a) (b)

1

2
4

3

7

8

6

5
MoG =

Figure 3. (a) A sample structure and (b) a sample construction sequence.
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(a) (b)

3

1 2

4 7

5
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Figure 4. (a) Top-view of the installation distances between columns for sample MoG and (b) the beams.

1 2 3 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

MoG =

Figure 5. New MoG for the example.

of installed elements. As in Figure 4a, which is the top-view of the column installation distances, columns
1 and 3 are installed together, and in the first time-unit, column 2 is in the third time-unit, and column 4
is in the fourth time-unit. In the first time-unit, the installation distance is equal to the distance between
columns 1 and 3, which is 10 ft. No columns are scheduled for the second time-unit; thus, that unit is
skipped. In the third time-unit, only one column is installed; therefore, the installation distance is equal to
the distance of column 2 to the central positioning point of the previous installations (i.e., columns 1 and 3).
For the fourth time-unit, the installation distance is simply calculated as the distance between column 4
and the last installation from the previous time span, column 2. Following this established concept and
calculations, the total installation distances for beams shown in Figure 4b can be calculated. Calculated
lengths of installations for the given example are shown in Equation (5)(a) and (b). Note that the total
installation distance (or job-site movements required for installations) is equal to the sum of all the element
types. In this example, the movement objective score is equal to the sum of total installation distances of
columns and beams as shown in Equation (5)(c).

Total Installation Distances of the Example

(a) Total installation distances for columns = 10 + 11.18 + 10 = 31.18 ft
(b) Total installation distances for beams = 7.07 + 7.91 + 7.07 = 22.05 ft
(c) Total installation distance = 31.18 + 22.05 = 53.23 ft

(5)

In case the given genome for the above 3D model was as shown in Figure 5, the top-view distances
and calculation would be as shown in Figure 6 and Equation (6), respectively. By changing the order and
number of element installations, the total installation distance and the construction duration have been
reduced, while the sequence looks more logical considering the construction directions and paths. This
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Figure 6. Top-view of installation distances for the new MoG.

algorithm is not dealing with the location of crew and equipment before the initial starting point of the
installation, which makes no difference when determining where the initial starting point is set. This type
of calculation can help the job-site planner to locate the better starting point for construction and plan for
the optimum construction site layout. On the other hand, in this algorithm, the installation order among
the set of elements in a single time span is not considered in the calculations. Therefore, both the initial
starting points of these two examples can easily be assumed as the same.

Total Installation Distances of the New MoG

(a) Total installation distances for columns = 7.07 + 14.14 + 7.04 = 28.28 ft
(b) Total installation distances for beams = 7.07 + 7.07 + 7.07 = 21.21 ft
(c) Total installation distances = 28.28 + 21.21 = 49.49 ft

(6)

This example briefly shows how the reduction in the movement objective score, as described by the
authors, can result in a more workable and logical installation sequencing and patterns. By defining this
method in the fitness function of the GA even in more complex models, schedules with less job-site move-
ment distance can be found in each generation cycle. By implementing this novel objective into the fitness
function of the GA, the resulting construction schedules will have a more reasonable pattern of installation
sequences, as briefly shown in the above example.

3.3.4 Objective summation

Among the different approaches to calculating the fitness function score in a multiobjective GA[33],
the classic “weighted sum approach” was adopted as a very computationally efficient approach. In this
approach, the user needs to simply assign weights for each of the objectives defined in the fitness function.
For each objective, the score for each genome is divided by the average score of the entire population for
the same score to normalize the scores (Equation 7). This normalization of the objective scores forbids
any individual objective from dominating the final score. The user-defined weights would be multiplied
to the respective normalized scores, and then all three scores are summed up to form the final score. The
minimizing function is shown in Equation (8).

Normalization of an Objective Score of a Genome

Normalized score for an objective of a genome =
Objective score to the genome

Objective score average from entire populations
(7)
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Weighted Sum Approach

min Z = wd × Fduration(x) + wc × Fcost(x) + wm × Fmovement(x) (8)

This weighting feature can later be used to tweak the entire algorithm to respond properly on restrictions
such as time- or cost-driven requirements of the user. This tweaking can be done through the user input
dialog of the developed algorithm, where the user sets objective weights for a specific run.

3.4 Selection Method

The fitness proportionate selection (also known as roulette wheel method) introduced by Holland[34] was
chosen to be the selection function to pick parent genomes for crossover function. In this selection method,
each genome has a score assigned, fi, using the fitness function. Then, the cumulative fitness of the entire
population, Pfi, will be calculated. After that, the probability of selection for each genome is calculated
as pseli =

fi
Pfi

. This fitness score is then used to assign the probability of being selected to each individual
genome.

3.5 Crossover

In the GA, two genomes are selected as parents from a generation, and paired for breeding two new
genomes as their children for populating the new generation. As previously described in Section 3.4, the
parent selection would be handled using the specified selection function. The crossover function in this
research is mathematically described in Equation (9). To do the crossover for this GA, after selection of
the two parents, a random duration will be selected from one of the parents and both parents would be
split from that random point in time, in equal proportion.

Calculating the Parents’ Cutting Points (Crossover)

{Cutting point of parent 1} = random(1, {duration of parent 1} − 1)

{Cutting point of parent 2} = integer

({
Cutting point of parent 1

}
{duration of parent 1}

× {duration of parent 2}

)
(9)

The difference between the crossover function in this research with the previous one is that, if either or
both children of the crossover parents do not satisfy this requirement, they cannot be accepted for mem-
bership in the next generation. This is because all the genomes of a population should be fully constructible.
Therefore, the unsatisfactory child will be ignored, and the crossover function will be repeated until two
valid children are generated for the given parent genomes. This loop for the crossover function is limited to
50 times, and if two valid children are not available from the parent by then, randomly generated genomes
will fill the membership vacancy (i.e., the parents adopt a child).

The calculated satisfactory level for the constructability constraint of each genome was examined and
tested earlier[1]. A brief description of the validation is that each installation scheduled in the genome was
checked against MoCC to see whether all the prerequisites were scheduled earlier. Only if all the elements
in a genome are obeying the MoCC rules, will the genome be considered as a valid construction schedule.
The logical formulation of this description is provided in Equation (10).

Validation Logics

∀i ∈ {1, 2, … , n} ∃ j ∈ {1, 2, … , k} ∶ gij = 1
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and
∀i ∈ {1, 2, … , n} and j ∈ {1, 2, … , k} and 0 < c < k ∶ gij = 1 and gij+c = gij−c = 0

or

∀i ∈ {1, 2, … , n} ∶
k∑

j=1
gij = 1 (10)

where the equation above is calculated per the following terms:
gij the value of element i in time-unit j in the genome
i the element number
j time-unit step number
n total number of elements
k total number of time-unit steps
c any random number between 0 and k.

3.6 Mutation

As the genomes (schedules) are very sensitive to changes, and they easily become invalid regarding the
constructability of the sequence, this function is disabled in this phase of research for simplicity. As an
extension to this research, adding a well-developed mutation function can increase the productivity of
this research and by close consideration of MoCC limitation can also speed up the objective minimization
process times.

4 Research Validation

Previously, the authors validated a similar approach[1] using the “Experimental Validation and Design”
method[35], considering different types of validations. In this research, several extensions are applied to the
developed and validated model and its capability toward generating acceptable results is tested as follows.
To perform the validation process, an application is developed using PHP coding language and MySQL
database servers.

5 Test Inputs

The model shown in Figure 7a is a generic turbine building structural model with 42 columns and 58 beams,
totaling 100 elements. This generic model of this turbine building was previously used for proving the
usefulness of this algorithm in developing structurally stable construction schedules extracted from a real-
world and complex structural 3D model[1]. In this research, a 3D model with more elements and element
types was needed; therefore, a new 3D model was required. To test this extending research, a typical 3D
model of a two-story residential building was selected, as shown in Figure 7b. For better internal viewing,
the roof element is made invisible. This 3D model consists of 38 columns, 56 beams, 1 roof, 1 floor, 18 walls,
24 windows, and 7 doors, totaling 145 elements.

The 3D model input along with the other input variables (shown in Table 1 and Figure 8) were used to
run the GA for testing the proposed algorithm with new extensions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. 3D model input, (a) generic turbine building structural model and (b) typical 2-story residential
building.

Table 1. Variable inputs to the GA calculations.

Title Value

Population per generation 10
Elite rate 20%
Installment (maximum number of installations in each time-unit) –

Columns 2
Beams 3
Walls 1
Slabs 1
Roofs 1
Doors 2
Windows 4

Cost/wage (dollars per each time-unit) –
Columns 500
Beams 600
Walls 300
Slabs 400
Roofs 450
Doors 200
Windows 320

Objective weights –
Duration 1
Cost 1
Movement 1
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Figure 8. Application input screen view.

6 Results

The GA was used to run 20 000 rounds of generating populations, creating 200 000 genomes (schedules)
in total. Out of all the generated schedules, the best schedules from the first generation and the 20 000th
generation are compared in Table 2.

The results show improvement in the values of all the objectives, while all the produced schedules can
still be a valid construction sequence for the given 3D model. Figures 9–11 show the trends of how the
defined objectives were getting minimized throughout the GA calculations and population generations.
This is evident by the graphs showing how the cost, duration, and movement minimization process were
predicted correctly by the GA.

The small increase in the time and cost objective was due to significant improvement (shown as huge
drops) in satisfying the other objective (i.e., the movement objective) in that specific generation. The GA
designed in this research considers all the objectives at the same time, as described earlier. Even with a
huge drop in one objective, the other two may increase a little, and the overall objective score can still be
reduced from the previous generation.

Table 2. Comparing the best schedules from the first and the last generations.

First generation 20 000th generation Improvements

Duration 31 d 23 d 8 d 26%
(Labor) cost $35 310 $34 940 $370 1%
Movement 2314 ft 1954 ft 358 ft 15%
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

In addition to the main contribution of proposing a unique and original approach to generate construc-
tion project schedules from BIM data, applying two real-world objectives (time and cost) alongside the
novel and newly introduced movement objectives represents significant contributions. As this algorithm
was able to develop construction schedules while optimizing the outcome schedules toward the defined
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Figure 11. Movement objective minimizing in generations.

objectives, this revamp of the earlier research[1] proved successful. The extended research included sup-
porting more element types to detect, read, calculate, store, and draw modules of the algorithm. The other
main enhancement to the algorithm was calculation and consideration of three more objectives, which
brought more logic to the outcomes of the entire process. This logic includes shorter durations, less costs,
and less required job-site movements for the installation process of the project. By adding these objectives,
the authors were able to take a successful and tangible step toward reaching more workable and optimized
construction project schedules. Unlike other methods that optimize construction duration or focus on
resource allocation and leveling, the proposed method offers many opportunities to modify the algorithm
and improve performance through subsequent research.

7.1 Industry Applications

This algorithm can be used in the following list of applications in the AEC (architecture, engineering, and
construction) industry:

1. Scheduling Learning Tool. Even inexperienced schedulers may have a lot to learn because their sched-
ules are compared to existing solutions that are not optimum solutions. To learn from experience, one
must have a good teacher; to learn from existing schedules, one must have good solutions for compar-
ison, or one learns the wrong things. In addition, using the high calculation speed of computer-based
programs, the proposed algorithm can generate project schedules rapidly. This high computational
speed of the algorithm can help student and novice project schedulers in learning the impacts of dif-
ferent changes to project schedules. For instance, the project scheduler can change the placement
of the project elements in the 3D model of the project and see how it will affect the construction
sequence. Also, changing the importance of objectives could result in different policies for comple-
tion of the project. In addition, the 4D animation of the construction sequence for all the developed
schedules helps the scheduler to visually see the schedule and thereby obtain a deeper understanding
of the changes.
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2. Customized Schedule Template. Using a project schedule from past projects as a starting template,
which is duplicate of many of the problems in the current project, is a common practice in the AEC
industry. However, this mixing of the old with the new can cause problems such as missing parts,
repeating past mistakes, and breaking continuity in the current project. The algorithm proposed in this
research is not only capable of generating template project schedules exactly for the current project,
but it can also optimize them toward different user-defined objectives. The generated construction
schedules by the proposed algorithm can be considered as a set of well-developed and optimized
templates for the given 3D model. Project schedulers can start working on these schedules and add
their knowledge to make it more practical with more details. The algorithm can find numerous valid
project schedules from the entire search space. The defined fitness function of the GA assigns a well-
ness score to each schedule. A professional project scheduler can sort all the generated schedules by
their scores and select projects with the potential best fit. Then, the professional scheduler can start
using his or her accumulated experiences from the previous works to tweak the automatically devel-
oped project schedules. This final fine-tuning makes the schedules more compatible with real project
situations and more acceptable to the construction project’s scheduling needs.

3. 2D and 3D Pareto Front: All the points from the GA calculations can be plotted on 2D graphs, com-
bined and plotted in a single 3D coordinate system. 2D Pareto front graphs can show the optimal
relationship between each of two objectives while 3D plotting can bring in new information for the
managers or schedulers helping them to understand the overall objective relationships. In addition, if
the normalized total fitness function scores are indicated on each score point using a color gradient,
the (near) optimum surface, in which all the objectives are in their minimum values, will be visible.
Further work on the 3D plot shows an actual surface for the Pareto Front[36].

7.2 Limitations

The current methodology for developing construction schedules has the following implementation limi-
tations:

• Detecting basic construction elements such as beams, columns, walls, doors, windows, slabs, and
roofs.

• Resource usage simplification to unit-cost per day and number of installations per day.
• Installations of elements are assumed to be happening in one time-step, similar to precast installation

in real projects.
• Simple and traditional weighted sum approach is used for the multiobjective GAs.

7.3 Future Work

Despite all the efforts in this research, there are still opportunities for improvement in the core functionality
of the algorithm. A list of planned improvements to this algorithm is as follows:

• Define a validation function to find the constructability violating elements, and when float times are
identified in the genome (schedule), a command should occur to reschedule them. This violation could
happen in both crossover and mutation functions.

• Revise the crossover function to take benefits from the one-point crossover operator introduced by[37].
• Investigate other multiobjective GA approaches to reach solutions faster, and still have the ability to

find Pareto Frontier graphs.
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7.3.1 Future industry applications

By applying the required modifications and improvements to this proposed algorithm, the AEC industry
can benefit from the advantages in this algorithm. A list of possible features of the more extended and
improved version of this research in the AEC industry can be defined as follows.

Workaround solutions. In many construction job-sites, some of the needed materials for installation
processes may not arrive on time. In these cases, the project manager or the project superintendent needs
to have a work-around strategy to continue the work. The question to ask then is as follows: Will the new
strategy be the optimum one? The algorithm developed in this research can also provide work-around
strategies. Using the MoCC briefly defined in the introduction, the algorithm can detect which project
elements are depending on the missing part. Then, it will schedule those elements that have no connection
with the missing one.

In the further development of the algorithm, a feature can be added so that the scheduler identifies the
element or elements that have not arrived to the job-site on time. Then, the algorithm will consider these
new limitations as constraints and start to generate new sets of schedules.

Material ordering and dumping. The project schedules developed by the proposed algorithm contain all
the needed information for the installation time of each project element. Knowing the exact time scheduled
for the element installations allows the managers to order the required materials right before they are
needed. Although the material provider cannot handle instant ordering, the precise knowledge of the date
materials are needed will help managers to better plan the resource ordering process. This is also known
as just-in-time (JIT) inventory strategy.

On the other hand, when a manager decides to order loads of bulk materials at the same time and store
them on the job-site, the proposed algorithm can recommend places for dumping (e.g., soil and sand) and
storing (e.g., precast concrete and rebars) the materials. As the algorithm has all the BIM components
linked to their scheduled activities, the nearest location to all the stored elements and materials can be
calculated for any given time and any set of elements. This storing location feature can help superintendents
and project managers to better plan their job-site regarding the optimum distance to storing locations.

Built sequence policies. The introduced movement objective in this research calculates the entire dis-
tance between groups of element installations. This calculation, which is described in detail earlier in this
article (Section 3.3.3), computes distances in X, Y , and Z directions first. Then, the computed distances
will be combined to reach the total distance. As this calculation has distances in each direction (X, Y , and
Z), a further extension of the algorithm can prioritize the importance of minimizing the distance in any
given direction. Therefore, by increasing the importance of the movement’s objective calculation in one
direction, the algorithm focuses more on placing the elements in that direction. The following example
can illustrate the described calculation more clearly.

Imagine a scheduler prioritizing the movement objective directions as X, then Z, and finally Y , for the
beam elements of the project. Also, assume X-axis is from west to east, Y -axis from north to south, and
Z-axis is from the bottom of the building to the top in this example. With these assumptions, the algorithm
tries to install beams with the installation location priority from west to east, then bottom to top, and at
the end south to north. In other words, the algorithm ultimately schedules the beams from the southwest
point of the building. The building will be completed in the Z-direction (bottom to top) faster than the
Y -direction (south to north) and slower than the X-direction (west to east).

Installation starting point. The proposed algorithm links the spatial and geometrical information
of the elements to their installation schedule. An additional extension to the algorithm can take the
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preferred starting installation point from the user and generate the construction schedule accordingly.
In the extended version of the algorithm, if the scheduling user pinpoints a specific location in the 3D
coordinate system, the algorithm detects the selected location and considers that as the starting point for
installation. The movement objective, by minimizing the distances, will force the algorithm to start the
installations from the closest elements to the selected point.

A more advanced version of the algorithm can take installation starting points for each element type
of the building separately (i.e., beam, column, and wall). For instance, the starting point for installing the
beams may be different from the windows. Also, adding the feature of multiple starting points can be help-
ful. As an example, identifying crane locations for installing precast concrete elements or steel structure
can be done with the multistarting point feature.

Extended 3D element support. The current algorithm can read and calculate the geometric informa-
tion of columns, beams, walls, slabs, roofs, doors, and windows and generate the MoCC based on their
information. The algorithm also draws these elements in a 3D environment and links 3D elements to
their installation schedule automatically to generate 4D construction animation. Another extension to
this algorithm can be adding support for more 3D element types (piles, pipes, ducts, stairs, ramps, etc.)
to the algorithm element reader and viewer. By defining the common construction knowledge for the new
element types, the algorithm can generate the MoCC and the rest of the calculations can still generate
construction schedules.
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